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高一英语第十四期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary 高一

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one
answer that best completes the sentence. 非
1. The work on a _____ highway bridge over the strait will be started in the next decade.

A. 30-mile-length B. 30-mile-long C. 30-miles-long D. 30 mile-long
2. There is no reason why they should limit how much vitamin you take, _____ they can limit how much water you

drink.
A. much more than B. no more than C. no less than D. any more than

3. A great many educators firmly believe that English is one of _____ taught subjects in high schools.
A. the poorest B. the poorer C. the most poorly D. poorliest

4. The _____ workers rushed into the office and _____ passers-by soon gathered around the building.
A. excited…interested B. excited…interesting C. exciting…interested D. exciting…interesting

5. Rod was so tired that he fell asleep even though we were flying _____ over the Grand Canyon.
A. lowly B. highly C. high D. low

6. Some people believe that some numbers show the _____ side of a person’s personality.
A. hiding B. hid C. hidden D. hide

7. She returned home, _____.
A. overjoying B. to overjoy C. overjoyed D. being overjoyed

8. He feels that he is not yet _____ to travel abroad.
A. too strong B. enough strong C. so strong D. strong enough

9. Overpopulation poses a terrible threat to the human race. Yet it is probably _____ a threat to the human race than
environmental problem.
A. no more B. not more C. even more D. much more

10. It was _____ we had hoped.
A. more a success than B. a success more than
C. as much of a success as D. a success as much as

11. _____ to take this adventure course will certainly learn a lot of useful skills.
A. Brave enough students B. Enough brave students
C. Students brave enough D. Students enough brave

12. You don’t think we were all _____ careless, _____?
A. that…don’t you B. that…do you C. such…don’t you D. this…don’t you

13. From his _____ voice on the phone I know everything is going under way.
A. satisfactory B. satisfying C. satisfied D. satisfaction

14. The boy is still _____, though badly hurt in his bed.
A. living B. alive C. live D. lived

15. The book seems to be _____ a dictionary _____ a grammar.
A. more…than B. as…than C. more…as D. like…than
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